
Media Grant Questions  

Since you are applying for a Media Grant please answer these additional questions:  

Out-of-State Applicants*  

Per the "additional information for media grants" section of the Humanities Nebraska grant application 

requirements web page, out-of-state applicants must submit a $150 processing fee to subsidize the cost 

of the media grant technical review process. Payment accepted via the Humanities Nebraska website at 

https://humanitiesnebraska.org/grants-landing-page/media-grants/  

Please select one of the following options: 

Choices 

My organization / fiscal agent is within the state of Nebraska, so I do not need to pay a fee  

My organization / fiscal agent is OUTSIDE the state of Nebraska, and I have paid the $150 fee  

Script/Script Treatment/Outline*  

If your project is a film, podcast or radio or television program, attach a script or script treatment here. If 

your project is a website or digital project, attach an outline of the proposed content here. File Size 

Limit: 1 MB  

Production Personnel*  

Describe the experience and qualifications of the production personnel that will be involved in the 

project. (approximate maximum word count 150) Character Limit: 1000 | File Size Limit: 1 MB  

Products/Distribution Plan*  

Describe the product(s) that will result from this project. What is the length of the proposed product? 

How will you distribute the product? (approximate maximum word count 300) Character Limit: 2000 | 

File Size Limit: 1 MB  

Plan of Sustainability  

If your project is a website, describe your plan for long-term sustainability of the site. How will it be 

maintained and updated? (approximate maximum word count 300) Character Limit: 2000 | File Size 

Limit: 1 MB  

Work Sample*  

Provide a sample of your work in a format that can be viewed with technology easily accessible in the 

average household. You may upload the work sample here, provide an Internet link to the work sample, 

or mail 5 copies of the work sample to Humanities Nebraska, 215 Centennial Mall S, Ste 330, Lincoln, NE 

68508. Character Limit: 500 | File Size Limit: 5 MB  
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